
Have you ever had
sex with a

race driver...??

D
And?

id he do it safe ? They all
think more

rubber equals

/ Do the drivers
V like that??

^-^

X always climb on
1"op, lean back and

then I do thai- thing
with my hips...

They do,
especially when ~L

tell them...

...that X call it
The Pole Position !!



Wow...
It really is hot here... / Welcome to

\. Bahrain... Air temperature:
31 degrees

Track temperature:
54

The Warm Up
Round!!!!!

Yeah. And you
know what is

In 1994

Ayrton Senna

died and everybody

wished they

could turn back

time...

...that is why, out of

respect, they still

drive counter

clockwise in Tmota.

But still not everyone

is used to it!!

Do you See
them yet?? Nope..,



Michael is So
romantic....

Yes,
he promised me

he would win today's
race. Especially for

me...

X' My ex-husband was a
( Formula 1 driver. He died
\s.̂  in a race accident...

-̂-̂

They cremated him
in his favourite race

suit... And then they did
it again, because

it was fire
resistant



He saw...
and he won...

Do they test
for

They do, they test
everyone but

one-

Christian Klien,
of course...



Actually,
yes. Iraqi
Minister

of

Information

I!!???...

Last night, X
had a date
with Jenson

Button...

And??
He never showed

up!!



'

Do you really think
that Jenson did not
know that he had a

contract with BAR ??

Maybe
he is

dyslectic...

Dyslectic ??
Since when??

I don't know...
Since he can V

\-

The Shanghai
r̂andprix was

very exciting... \h-'\\\
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If you think "^
about it, this year
Formula One races
are just like the

Chinese...



The incredible

amounts of rain

this weekend

caused a lot of

stress....

....and not only

for drivers/ managers,

spectators and

stewards !

Do you know
what time the

miss wet t-shirt
contest starts ??

We thought long
and hard about a
brilliant joke to

end the season....

...but on
second thought... /


